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FEATURED HACIENDA
CHABLÉ RESORT AND SPA

The one-of-a-kind bathroom in the Presidential Villa – Photo courtesy of Karyn Millet Photography – For Chable resort
and spa
There are luxury haciendas and then there is CHABLÉ, above everything else.
I have had the honour and pleasure to visit the outstanding newborn Chablé Resort and Spa which left me in total
bewilderment with its charm, beauty and class. Your stay there becomes more like a shamanic retreat where you can’t
help but regenerate and reconnect with your true self. Peace, tranquillity, comfort are just the beginning of your life
changing experience, almost surreal. The stunning 38 casitas and 2 extensive villas conserve part of the historical
buildings of the old hacienda, combined with the most modern and finest pieces of Mexican furniture and art, each one
surrounded by a lush vegetation for your privacy and a full connection with mother nature. The restaurants are run by the
world class Mexican chef Jorge Vallejo, recently awarded #22 in the world. The spa is a unique world of holistic healing
combining the old mayan tradition with modern techniques and the finest natural products. And in perfect line with
everything else is the exceptional service brought by the genuine and warm-hearted spirit and hospitality of the Yucatan
people. Overall a truly mystical experience that will touch your heart for life.
Picture in the header also courtesy of Karyn Millet Photography for Chable Resort and Spa.
You can review their rates and availability here.
What’s the reason why I have started to write about the Haciendas? They are my favourite kind of accommodation in
Mexico, merging luxury with the charm of history and culture. They speak about a country and people and show you their
culture and traditions. Besides, they are immerse in Nature and they are the perfect place to rigenerate your mind and
spirit.
If you wish to know about the origin of the Haciendas you can read this post

